Putting Portfolio Back
in Digital Portfolio

B\' HOBERT E. STACK

n the October 2008 edition of the ASCD journal Educational leadership, Tony Wagner, co-director
of the Change Leadership Group at Harvard Graduate School of Education. reinforced this viewpoint:
"Today's students need to master seven survival skills to thrive in the new world of work. And these
skills are the same ones that will enable students to become productive citizens who contribute to
solving some of the most pressing issues we face in the 21st century" (p. 20-21). The survival skills
at the top of Wagner's list were critical thinking and problem solving.

It is not going to he an easy fix. In this era of No Child Left Behind and high-stakes accountability,
many schools have moved away from a focus on problem solving and toward an increasing emphasi ·
on content-area skills. Additionally, technology education has not been adequately defined for the
twenty-first century. Until recently, technology education included a wide range of studies, including
woodworking, small engines, drafting, and engineering. There was very little focus on computer
or information skills. These skills were spread throughout other subjects and not even!) covered.
Depending on the size of the school or district, using technology skills has been at the discretion
of individual teachers.
In 2005. the state of New Hampshire developed a set of technology standards (see www.nheon.org/
frameworks/edtech/standards.php) based on an integrated approaC"h to twenty-first-century tools.
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The idea was not for schools to set up 1ww programs, hut to inte-

With the help of the Monadnock Region Public Schools of ChoiC'e

grate the skills into all subjeets. Although this is a reasonable

grant, we created a technology course for our student:; in fifth

approach, additional budgetary demands are being placed on

through eighth grades. ThP course was designed to use project-

already burdened staff-development funding, and no additional

hased learning as its method of instruction. EaC'h of the middle

local school funding is being prm ided for staff development for

school grades worked on trimester-long projects, which integrated

teachers to learn technology integration. The lack of funding is

the leC'hnology standards with other curriculum standards.

problematic sinl'e many veteran teachers lack the skills to use,
not to mention teach, technology.
As an assessment for the new standards, the state rt'quires all
eighth and twelfth graders to complete a digital portfolio for
graduation. Artifacts are to be C'ollectecl from kindergarten
through eighth grade and then assembled. The same is true for
ninth grade through twelfth grade. Although portfolio assessment has been around for some time, the notion of creating and
C'ollecting artifacts, from kindergarten through twelfth grade,
product's numerous challenges for schools in addressing the

Our first challenge was
to create staff development
opportunities that provided
valuable skills but didn't
overwhelm our teachers.

technology standards. These challenges range from training and
storage lo determining who will be responsible for completing
and assessing the portfolio.

The P01·tfolio Process
SinC'e the state mandated a portfolio at the completion of eighth

Gearing Up for Technology lntegmlion

grade, our eighth-grade technology dasses fo<·usf'cl primarily

Although '~eat Westmoreland School strongly supported the

on the assembly and assessment of individual digital portfolios.

integrated approach to technology, we recognized that directed

We wanted the portfolios to become a reflection of personal

instruction related to key technology concepts was necf'ssary. We

lf'arning.

didn't want tlw emphasis of our program to be solely on the use of
hardware anrl software; authentic problem solving anrl ac<'eptable

As an alternative to viewing the portfolio process as a data-

use (ethies) needed to be common threads throughout the curricu-

collection activity, Westmoreland School student portfolios

lum. To avoid crPating "just another computer class," we needed

became time C'apsules of the students' learning, including artifacts,

to design a course that could be flexible enough to accommodate

formal assessments, and reflections. The assessment changed

and support active projects taking place in the classroom.

from being teacher driven to student driven.

Our first challenge was to create staff development opportunities

As more schools movf' toward assessment-driven inslruC'lion,

that provided valuable skills hut didn't overwhelm our teachers.

portfolios can provide a component often missing from data-drivf'n

Both teachers and support staff needed to sf'e that technology

assessments. That missing component is student ownership and

integration could bf' tied Pasily to their prPsent curriculum and

C'onnections. Portfolios can he a powerful assessment of student

would eventually benefit student learning. Over a two-year period

ownership of knowledge because they require• students to refleC'l

of time, we created a strong partnership with the Southwestern

on tlwir own progrt•ss. This process allows students to make

NH Educational Support Cenlf'r in Keenf', N.H. By using their

connections between key concepts . Rather than emphasize

"tech teams" program and other area trainers, we provided a

data-driven instruction, portfolios can provide schools with

successful technology staff-development program. As we moved

data-driven lParning.

deeper into the process, we actually were able to idPntify staff
strengths and areas of expertise.

When Wf' created our program at Westmoreland School, the
students were at the cenlt'r of our plan. We fashioned a system

In many areas, we learned we didn't need to look for Pxlernal

that collected and stored student work. Students periodically

resources because Wf' had them within our own staff. An important

reviewed the artifacts collPcted and reflected on lht>m. Although

ingredient for our success was that we weren't asking teachers

the state mandate requires studPnls to reflect on their own work,

lo change their leaching methods, just to adrl new tools to their

this reflection typically happt>ns al the time the artifact is com-

repertoirf'.

pleted. Although this rpflection is important, at Westmoreland
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we enC'ouraged students to consider their growth as learners over
a longer period of time. For example, starting this year, fourth
graders will be reviewing their collected artifads from grades
K-4 and reflecting on their progress in the use of tel'hnology. We
have set up a guided worksheet prompting students lo explore and
discuss tllP technology they've learned and equipment they've
usecl. These reflections should be invaluable when the students
put together their eighth grade portfolios.
Eighth Grade Portfolios
In eighth grade, we spend several class periods reviewing and
discussing the state technology standards so students know what
1h1· expectations are for each. Next, students are given access
to the artifacts that have been collected and, using the stale
standards as a guide, group the artifacts together. Our students
use a template to organize their portfolios. ArtifaC'ls are stored in
separate files ancl "hyperlinked" to in<lividual slides in PowerPoint.
Along with the hyperlinks, studt'nls a<ld a refle<'lion to each slide
discussing their growth and understanding. For example, "Jn
fourth grade, I thought going online for clip art was the coolest,
but now I prefer lo make my own."

Students are encouraged to add personal slides (biography, family,
intereg\s, etc.) and po<lcasts so their portfolios are a true likeness
of who they are in eighth grade. When completed, students have
a cumulative representation of tlu•ir K-8 technology education
and a snapshot of who they are in eighth grade.
Although we are still developing our digital portfolio program,
at Westmoreland we have satisfied the state mandate while giving students a great opportunity to look al their own learning
and progress.

Robert E. Stack is the media specialist/technology coordinator
at Westmoreland School in Westmoreland, N.H.
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